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XAVIER TOLSA
ABSTRACT. If E  C is a set with finite length and finite curva-
ture, then E is rectifiable. This fact, proved by David and Le´ger in
1999, is one of the basic ingredients for the proof of Vitushkin’s
conjecture. In this paper we give another different proof of this
result.
1. INTRODUCTION
Given three pairwise different points x, y , z 2 C, their Menger curvature is
cx;y; z  1
Rx;y; z
;
where Rx;y; z is the radius of the circumference passing through x, y , z (with
Rx;y; z  1, cx;y; z  0 if x, y , z lie on a same line). If two among these
points coincide, we let cx;y; z  0. If  is a Radon measure on C, we define
the curvature of  as
(1.1) c2 
ZZZ
cx;y; z2 dxdydz:
The notion of curvature of a measure was introduced by Mel′nikov [16] when he
was studying a discrete version of analytic capacity, and it is one of the ideas which
is responsible of the big recent advances in connection with analytic capacity.
Let H 1 denote the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure (also called arc length
measure). Recall that a set E  C is said to be rectifiable if there exists a countable
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family of rectifiable curves —i such that H 1E nSi —i  0. On the other hand, E
is called purely unrectifiable if it intersects any rectifiable curve at most in a set of
zero length.
The following result was proved by David and Le´ger [10].
Theorem 1.1. Let E  C be a compact set withH 1E <1 such that c2H 1jE <
1. Then E is rectifiable.
The proof of this result in [10] uses ideas which go back to the Jones’ develop-
ment of quantitative rectifiability [8] and to the geometric corona decompositions
used by David and Semmes in their pioneering study of uniform rectifiability [3].
See also [11] for another recent result closely related to Theorem 1.1 which also
uses techniques of a similar nature.
In this paper we will show another proof of Theorem 1.1. Our proof is very
different from the one in [10] and, perhaps, simpler. It is based on the use of a
sharp inequality relating analitic capacity and curvature, and also on the charac-
terization of purely unrectifiable sets in terms of lower 1-dimensional densities by
Besicovitch (see (1.4) below). However, unfortunately our arguments don’t yield
the quantitative version of Theorem 1.1 stated in [10, Proposition 1.1], and they
don’t extend to compact sets E in Rn, n > 2, unlike in [10]. Nevertheless, we still
think that our proof has its own interest.
Theorem 1.1 is one of the basic ingredients of the proof of Vitushkin’s con-
jecture by G. David [2]. To state David’s result in detail, we need to introduce
additional notation and terminology.
A compact set E  C is removable for bounded analytic functions if for any
open set Ú containing E, every bounded function analytic on ÚnE has an analytic
extension to Ú. The analytic capacity of E is
(1.2) γE  sup jf 01j;
where the supremum is taken over all analytic functions f : C n E -! C with
jf j  1 on C n E, and f 01  limz!1 zfz− f1.
In [1], Ahlfors showed that E is removable for bounded analytic functions if
and only if γE  0.
Painleve´’s problem consists in characterizing removable singularities for bounded
analytic functions in a metric/geometric way. By Ahlfors’ result this is equivalent to
describing compact sets with positive analytic capacity in metric/geometric terms.
Guy David [2] proved in 1998 the following result, previously conjectured by
Vitushkin.
Theorem A (Vitushkin’s conjecture). Let E  C be compact withH 1E <1.
Then, γE  0 if and only if E is purely unrectifiable.
To be precise, let us remark that the “if” part of the theorem is not due to
David. In fact, it follows from Caldero´n’s theorem on the L2 boundedness of the
Cauchy transform on Lipschitz graphs with small Lipschitz constant. The “only
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if” part of the theorem, which is more difficult, is the one proved by David. The
proof of this implication consists of two basic steps. In the first one, given a set
E  C with H 1E < 1 and γE > 0, one has to show that there exists some
compact subset F  E with H 1F > 0 such that the Cauchy transform (see the
definition in next section) is bounded on L2H 1jF. This is accomplished by means
of a suitable Tb type theorem. By the relationship between curvature and the
L2 norm of the Cauchy transform (see (2.3)), one infers that c2H 1jF < 1. The
second step of the proof of the “only if” part of Theorem A is precisely Theorem
1.1.
Theorem A is not valid without the assumption that E has finite length (see
[12] and [9]). However, the notion of curvature of measures still plays a key role
in the understanding of analytic capacity, as the following result, proved in [21],
shows.
Theorem B. For any compact E  C we have
γE  supE;
where the supremum is taken over all Borel measures  supported on E such that
Bx; r  r for all x 2 E, r > 0 and c2  E.
The notation A  B in the theorem means that there exists an absolute con-
stant C > 0 such that C−1A  B  CA.
Previously to [21], Mark Melnikov obtained in [16] the following estimate
involving analytic capacity and curvature:
(1.3) γE  C−11 sup

E2
E c2 ;
where C1 > 0 is an absolute constant and the supremum is taken over all Radon
measures  supported on E such that Bx; r  r for all x 2 C, r > 0. Later
on, in [20] it was proved that (1.3) also holds (with a constant different from C1)
if one replaces γ by γ (see (2.2) for the definition of γ). Moreover, it was also
shown that one can even take the supremum in (1.3) over the (larger) collection
of Radon measures  supported on E such that Òx;   1, where Òx; 
stands for the upper 1-dimensional density of  at x:
Òx;   lim sup
r!0
Bx; r
2r
:
Recall that the corresponding lower density is defined by
(1.4) Òx;   lim inf
r!0
Bx; r
2r
:
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When  is the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure H 1 over a H 1-measurable set
E  C, we write Òx; E  Òx;H 1jE, and analogously with Ò.
In this paper we will prove an inequality similar to (1.3). This will be an
essential tool in our proof of Theorem 1.1. The precise result is the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let E  C be compact. We have
(1.5) γE  sup

E2
4
3
E 1
6
c2
;
where the supremum is taken over all Radon measures  supported on E such that
Òx;  <1 and Òx;   1
at -a.e. x 2 E.
Let us remark that (1.5) becomes an identity when E is a circumference of
radius R: if we take  equal to the arc length measure on E, then E  2R
and
c2  1
R2
2R3  83R:
Thus,
E2
4
3
E 1
6
c2
 4
2R2
82
3
R  8
3
6
R
 R  γE:
On the other hand, if E is a segment of length L, and we choose  as the arc
length on E again, we have
E2
4
3
E 1
6
c2
 L
2
4
3
L 0
 3
4
L <
1
4
L  γE:
So the inequality is not sharp for a segment. However, the number 3=4 is not
very far from 14 , at least for our purposes. This fact will be essential in our proof
of Theorem 1.1.
2. PRELIMINARIES
As usual, in the paper the letter ‘C’ stands for an absolute constant which may
change its value at different occurrences. On the other hand, the constants with
subscripts, such as C1, retain their value at different occurrences. By a square we
mean a closed square with sides parallel to the axes.
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A Radon measure  on Rd has linear growth if there exists some constant C0
such that
(2.1) Bx; r  C0r for all x 2 C; r > 0:
Given a finite complex Radon measure  on C, the Cauchy transform of  is
defined by
Cz 
Z
1
 − z d:
Although the integral above is absolutely convergent a.e. with respect to the
Lebesgue measure, it does not make sense, in general, for z 2 supp. This
is the reason why one considers the truncated Cauchy transform of , which is
defined as
C"z 
Z
j−zj>"
1
 − z d;
for any " > 0 and z 2 C. This integral now makes sense for all z 2 C. The
principal value of the Cauchy transform of  at z is, if it exists,
p.v.Cz : lim
"!0
C"z:
The capacity γ of a compact set E  C is
(2.2) γE : supfE j supp  E; kCkL1C  1g:
That is, γ is defined as γ in (1.2) with the additional constraint that f should
coincide with C, where  is some positive Radon measure supported on E (ob-
serve that C01  −C for any Radon measure ). To be precise, there
is another slight difference: in (1.2) we asked kfkL1CnE  1, while in (2.2),
kfkL1C  1 (for f  C). Trivially, we have γE  γE. On the other
hand, in [21] it has been shown that there exists an absolute constant C such that
γE  CγE for any compact set E  C. Thus, γE  γE.
Recall the definition of curvature of a measure in (1.1). This notion is con-
nected to the Cauchy transform by the following result, proved by Melnikov and
Verdera [17].
Proposition 2.1. Let  be a Radon measure on C with linear growth. We have
(2.3)
∥∥C"∥∥2L2  16c2" OC;
where jOCj  CC.
In this proposition, c2"  stands for the "-truncated version of c2 (defined
as in the right hand side of (1.1), but with the triple integral over fx;y; z 2 C :
jx −yj; jy − zj; jx − zj > "g).
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The identity (2.3) is remarkable because it relates an analytic notion (the
Cauchy transform of a measure) with a metric-geometric one (curvature). For
recent connected results, look at [22].
Given a point x 2 C, we denote
c2x 
ZZ
cx;y; z2 dydz:
So, c2x is a pointwise version of c2, in a sense.
For open problems in connection with curvature of measures, we recommend
the reader to have a look at the nice survey [14].
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 USING THEOREM 1.2
We will need the following well known lemma about curvature of measures, whose
proof we show for completeness.
Lemma 3.1. Let  be some positive finite Radon measure without atoms on C.
If c2 <1, then, for -almost all x 2 C,
lim
r!0
c2jBx;r
Bx; r
 0:
Proof. For each m  1, let
Am 
(
x 2 C j lim sup
r!0
c2jBx;rBx; r−1 >
1
m
)
:
For r > 0, we denote
c2r  
ZZZ
jx−yjr
cx;y; z2 dxdydz:
Notice that limr!0 c2r   0, because c2 <1 and  has no atoms.
Given any r > 0 and m  1, for each x 2 Am there exists some ball Bx; s
with s < r=2 such that Bx; s  mc2jBx;s. With this type of balls,
we consider a Besicovitch covering of Am. That is, Am 
S
i Bxi; si, withP
i Bxi;si  C. Then,
Am 
X
i
Bxi; si m
X
i
c2jBxi;si  Cmc2r ;
which tends to 0 as r ! 0. Thus Am  0 for each m. p
We will use the following elementary lemma too.
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Lemma 3.2. Let E  C be compact and  supported on E. Suppose that there
exists some x0 2 E such that c2x0  . Then there exists a line L passing through
x0 such that for any " > 0
fy 2 E j disty; L > " diamEg  
1=2 diamE
2"
:
Proof. Since c2x0  , there exists some z0 2 E such thatZ
cx0; z0; y2 dy  E :
Let L be the line through x0 and z0. Recall that
cx0; z0; y  2 disty; Ljx0 −yj jz0 −yj :
Then we have
fy 2 E j disty; L > " diamEg

Z
disty; L
" diamE
dy
 diamE
2"
Z
2 disty; L
jx0 −yj jz0 −yj dy
 diamEE
1=2
2"
Z
cx0; z0; y2 dy
1=2
 diamE
1=2
2"
: p
Notice that the preceding lemma implies that if E  diamE and   "2,
then most of the -mass of E will be contained in an " diamE-neighborhood
of some line L.
Let us recall the definition of upper convex 1-dimensional density of a set
E  C at x:
Òc x; E  limr!0
 
sup
H 1E \U
diamU
!
;
where the supremum is over all convex sets U with x 2 U and 0 < diamU  r .
Recall also that if E  C is H 1-measurable and H 1E < 1, then
Òc x; E  1 at H 1-a.e. x 2 E:
See [4, Theorem 2.3], for example. Another important result due to Besicovitch
fundamental for our arguments is that if, moreover, E is purely unrectifiable, then
Òx; E  34 at H 1-a.e. x 2 E:
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See [4, Theorem 3.23].
Proof of Theorem 1.1. To prove the theorem it is enough to show that if E 
C has finite length and it is purely unrectifiable, then c2H 1jE  1.
We suppose that c2H 1jE < 1 and we argue by contradiction. Let "0 > 0 be
such that for any segment Lr with length r ,
γU"0r Lr  

1 1
1000

γLr ;
where U"0r Lr  stands for the "0r -neighborhood of Lr . Take x0 2 E withÒc x0; E  1 and so that
lim
r!0
c2H 1jE\Bx0;r 
H 1E \ Bx0; r   0:
Given a small constant " > 0 to be fixed below (with " < 110 , say), let  > 0 be
such that
H 1E \ Bx0; r   3r for 0 < r  ;
and
(3.1) c2H 1jE\Bx0;r   "3H 1E \ Bx0; r  for 0 < r  :
Let F be a convex set containing x0 with diamF  =2 satisfying
(3.2)
H 1F \ E
diamF
 1− ":
We denote d  diamF. The estimate (3.1) implies that there exists some y0 2
E \ Bx0; r  such that c2H 1jE\Bx0 ;r y0  "
3. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, if " has been
chosen small enough, there exists some line ‘ such that a big portion of -mass of
E \ F is contained in a neighborhood U"0d‘\ F. More precisely, since H 1F \
E  d, there exists some line ‘ such that
(3.3) H 1U"0d‘ \ F\ E  1− 2"d:
We set
F 0 : U"0d‘ \ F\ E:
Let us denote by Ld a segment with length d containing ‘\F (which may coincide
with ‘ \ F). Notice that, by the choice of "0, we have
(3.4) γF 0  γU"0dLd 

1 1
1000

γLd 

1 1
1000

d
4
;
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where we used the fact that the analytic capacity of a segment equals one quarter
of its length (see Chapter VIII of [5], for example).
Now we take the measure
  4
3
H 1jF 0 :
Since F 0 is purely unrectifiable, Òx; F 0  34 at H 1-a.e. x 2 F 0. Thus,
Òx;   1 at -a.e. x 2 F 0:
Therefore, by Theorem 1.2 we get
γF 0  F
02
4
3
F 0 1
6
c2
:
Observe that, by (3.1) and (3.2),
c2  4
3
33
"3H 1E \ Bx0; d  C"3F 0:
Thus, by (3.3),
γF 0  F 0 1
4=3 C"3  d1− 2"
4=3
4=3 C"3 :
Clearly, this estimate contradicts (3.4) if " has been chosen small enough. p
4. THEOREM 1.2 FOR FINITE UNIONS OF
PAIRWISE DISJOINT SEGMENTS
To prove Theorem 1.2 we will show first that the inequality (1.5) holds when E is
a finite disjoint union of segments and  is the arc length measure on E. In the
next section we will prove (1.5) in full generality by approximation by segments.
Lemma 4.1. Let E  C be a finite union of disjoint compact segments. We have
(4.1) γE  H
1E2
4
3
H 1E 1
6
c2H 1jE
:
To prove the lemma we will need to use the identity γ  γ22. Recall that if
E is a finite union of pairwise disjoint analytic Jordan curves, then
γ2E  sup jf 01j;
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where the supremum is taken over all functions f 2 H2Ú such that f1  0,
kfkH2Ú  1, where Ú stands for the unbounded component of C1 n E and
H2Ú is the Hardy space of those functions which are analytic in Ú and
kfkH2Ú : lim sup
"!0

1
2
Z
@ÚnU"E jfzj
2 dH 1z
1=2
<1:
Let us remark that there are other equivalent (and perhaps more natural) defini-
tions of H2Ú.
A well known result of Garabedian [6], [7, p. 22], asserts that γE  γ2E2.
It is not difficult to see that this result also holds if E is made up of a finite disjoint
union of analytic Jordan arcs, in particular if E is a finite disjoint union of compact
segments. The definition of H2Ú is in this case the same as above.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let fLigi2I be the finite collection of compact pair-
wise disjoint segments such that E  Si2I Li. Consider the function fz :
CH 1jEz. This is an analytic function vanishing at 1, and it is easily seen that
f 2 H2Ú, where Ú  C1 n E. Thus,
γE  γ2E2  jf
01j2
kfk2H2Ú :
Since f 01  −H 1E, the lemma follows if we show that
(4.2)
∥∥CH 1jE∥∥2H2Ú  43 H 1E 16 c2H 1jE:
To prove this identity we will show that
∥∥CH 1jE∥∥2H2Ú  H 1E 1 ∥∥p.v.CH 1jE∥∥2L2H 1jE(4.3)
and ∥∥p.v.CH 1jE∥∥2L2H 1jE  23 H 1E 16c2H 1jE:(4.4)
Let us remark that it is easy to see that the principal value p.v.CH 1jEz exists
for any z 2 E which is not the end point of any segment Li. Clearly, equations
(4.3) and (4.4) imply (4.2).
The identity (4.3) follows from Plemelj’s formulae. Indeed, given z 2 E
not equal to any end point of any segment Li, let us denote by CH 1jEz
and C−H 1jEz the two boundary values of CH 1jE at z (each boundary value
corresponds to one of the two sides of the segment Li which contains z). Let us
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denote by tz the unitary tangent vector1 at z. Then, Plemelj’s formulae tell us
that 8<:C
H 1jEz  p.v.CH 1jEz itz;
C−H 1jEz  p.v.CH 1jEz− itz:
Then we have
2
∥∥CH 1jE∥∥2H2Ú 
 ∥∥CH 1jE∥∥2L2H 1jE  ∥∥C−H 1jE∥∥2L2H 1jE
 ∥∥p.v.CH 1jE it∥∥2L2H 1jE  ∥∥p.v.CH 1jE− it∥∥2L2H 1jE
 2∥∥p.v.CH 1jE∥∥2L2H 1jE  2∥∥it∥∥2L2H 1jE
 2∥∥p.v.CH 1jE∥∥2L2H 1jE  22H 1E;
and so (4.3) follows.
Let us consider now equation (4.4). The identity proved by Melnikov and
Verdera [17] (for the particular case we are interested in) yields
(4.5)
∥∥C"H 1jE∥∥2L2H 1jE 
 1
6
ZZZ
jx−yj>"
jx−zj>"
jy−zj>"
cx;y; z2 dH 1jExdH 1jEydH 1jEz

ZZZ
jx−yj"
jx−zj>"
jy−zj>"
1
z − xz −y dH
1
jExdH 1jEydH 1jEz:
It is straightforward to check that kC"H 1jEkL2H 1jE ! kp.v.CH 1jEkL2H 1jE as
" ! 0. Also it is clear thatZZZ
jx−yj>"
jx−zj>"
jy−zj>"
cx;y; z2 dH 1jExdH 1jEydH 1jEz! c2H 1jE as " ! 0:
Let us turn our attention to the last integral in (4.5). Recall that in [17] it has
been shown that ifH 1jE has linear growth, then this term is bounded by C2H 1E
for all " > 0, with C2 depending only on the linear growth constant. However, we
are interested in the behaviour of this integral as " ! 0. We claim that it converges
to 2H 1E=3. Clearly, (4.4) follows from this fact and the identity (4.5), letting
" ! 0.
We prove our claim in a separate lemma. p
1The orientation of tz must be chosen properly for Plemelj’s formulae. However, the orienta-
tion of tz is not important for our calculations, because they do not depend on the sign of tz.
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Lemma 4.2. Let E  C be a finite union of pairwise disjoint compact segments.
We have
lim
"!0
ZZZ
jx−yj"
jx−zj>"
jy−zj>"
1
z − xz −y dH
1
jExdH 1jEydH 1jEz 
2
3
H 1E:
The proof of the lemma is a rather easy exercise. However, for the reader’s
convenience we will show the detailed arguments.
Proof. We will see below that if x 2 E is not the end point of any of the
segments which forms E, then
(4.6) lim
"!0
ZZ
jx−yj"
jx−zj>"
jy−zj>"
1
z − xz −y dH
1
jEydH 1jEz 
2
3
:
The lemma follows from this fact and the dominated convergence theorem. In-
deed, it is easily seen that if jx −yj  ", jx − zj > " and jy − zj > ", then 1z − xz −y
  Cjz − xj2 :
As a consequence, since there exists some constant CE (depending on E) such that
(4.7) H 1Bx; r\ E  CEr for all x; r ;
using Lemma 5.1 below, we getZZjx−yj"
jx−zj>"
jy−zj>"
1
z − xz −y dH
1
jEydH 1jEz


ZZ
jx−yj"
jx−zj>"
C
jz − xj2 dH
1
jEydH 1jEz
Ü
Z
jx−yj"
CE
"
dH 1jEy  C2E:
Thus the dominated convergence theorem can be applied.
It remains to prove (4.6). Let us denote by I" the double integral in (4.6). We
split I" as follows:
I" 
ZZ
jx−yj"
"<jx−zj"1=4
jy−zj>"
   
ZZ
jx−yj"
jx−zj>"1=4
jy−zj>"
   : I1"  I2" :
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It is easy to see that I2" ! 0 as " ! 0. Indeed, for y; z in the domain of
integration of I2" we have jy − zj  jx− zj − jx −yj  "1=4 − ". Thus, by (4.7),
jI2" j 
Z
jx−yj"
H 1E
"1=4"1=4 − " dH
1
jEy
 CEH 1E ""1=4"1=4 − " ! 0 as " ! 0:
Let us consider the integral I1" now. Let fLigi2I be the finite collection of compact
pairwise disjoint segments such that E  Si2I Li. We denote by Lx  a; b the
segment which contains x. Recall that x is not any end point of Lx . Take " > 0
small enough so that
"1=4 < distx;a; distx; b; min
i2I:LiLx
distLx; Li:
Then, if y; z is in the domain of integration of I1" , it turns out that y , z are in
Lx . Moreover, since the term 1=z−xz −y is invariant by translations and
rotations of x;y; z, we may assume that x  0 and that Lx  R. Thus
I1" 
ZZ
jyj"
"<jzj"1=4
jy−zj>"
1
zz −y dy dz;
where dy and dz denote the usual integration with respect to Lebesgue measure
in R. On the other hand, by symmetry it is easy to check that
I1"  2
ZZ
0<y"
"<jzj"1=4
jy−zj>"
1
zz −y dy dz:
Thus
I1"  2
Z "
0
Z −"
−"1=4
1
zz −y dz 
Z "1=4
y"
1
zz −y dz

dy:
Taking into account that a primitive of 1=zz −y (with respect to z) is
1
y
log
1− yz
 ;
it follows that
I1"  2
Z "
0
"
2
y
log
1 y"
 1y log
1− y"1=4
− 1y log
1 y"1=4

#
dy:
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If we split the integral into two parts and we change variables, we get
(4.8) I1"  4
Z 1
0
1
t
log j1 tjdt  2
Z "3=4
0
1
t
log j1− tj − log j1 tjdt:
It is well known that Z 1
0
1
t
log j1 tjdt  
2
12
:
On the other hand, the last integral in (4.8) tends to 0 as " ! 0 because the
function inside the integral is bounded in 0; 12. Thus I
1
" ! 2=3 as " ! 0, and
the lemma follows. p
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 BY APPROXIMATION BY SEGMENTS
5.1. Additional notation and auxiliary lemmas. If A  C is -measurable
and x, y 2 C, we write
c2x;y;A 
Z
A
cx;y; z2 dz; x; y 2 C;
and, if A, B, C  C are -measurable,
c2x;A; B 
Z
A
Z
B
cx;y; z2 dydz; x 2 C;
and
c2A; B;C 
Z
A
Z
B
Z
C
cx;y; z2 dxdydz:
Given two lines ‘ and m, ‘;m stands for the angle between ‘ and m (it
doesn’t matter which one of the two possible angles because we will always deal
with its sinus). Also, given x, y , z 2 C, we set x;y; z : ‘x;y ; ‘y;z,
where ‘x;y is the line through x, y , and analogously with ‘y;z. Recall that for x,
y , z 2 C we have
(5.1) cx;y; z  2 distx; ‘y;zjx −yj jx − zj 
2 sinx;y; z
jx − zj :
The following lemma will be used very often below (and has already been
used).
Lemma 5.1. If  is a Borel measure in C such that Bx; r  Mr for all
x 2 C, r > 0, then for all x0 2 C and R > 0,Z
jy−x0j>R
1
jy − x0j2 dy Ü
M
R
:
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This estimate can be proved by splitting the domain of integration into annuli,
for example.
We also recall the following result, whose proof follows by standard arguments
(see [19, Lemma 2.4], for example).
Lemma 5.2. Let x, y , z 2 C be three pairwise different points, and let x0 2 C
be such that jx −yj  C3jx0 −yj. Then,
jcx;y; z− cx0; y; zj  4 2C3 jx − x
0j
jx −yj jx − zj :
The following estimate can be understood as a kind of interpolation property
for curvature.
Lemma 5.3. Let x, y , z 2 C be three pairwise different points, and let x1, x2
be two points such that x, x1, x2 are collinear and jx−x1j  C4jx1−x2j. Suppose
that for j  1, 2 we have jxj −yj  C5jx −yj and jxj − zj  C5jx − zj. Then,
cx;y; z  C4  1C25cx1; y; z cx2; y; z:
Proof. By elementary geometry, using the fact that x, x1, x2 are collinear, it
is easy to see that
distx; Ly;z  C4  1distx1; Ly;z distx2; Ly;z:
Thus, by (5.1),
cx;y; z  C4  1
 
2 distx1; Ly;z
jx −yj jx − zj 
2 distx2; Ly;z
jx −yj jx − zj
!
 C4  1C25
 
2 distx1; Ly;z
jx1 −yj jx1 − zj 
2 distx2; Ly;z
jx2 −yj jx2 − zj
!
: p
5.2. The approximation lemma and the proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem
1.2 follows easily from Lemma 4.1 and the next result.
Lemma 5.4. Let  be a Radon measure supported on a compact set E  C such
that c2 < 1 and
Òx;  <1 and Òx;   1
at -a.e. x 2 E. For any " > 0, there exists a finite union of compact disjoint segments
F : Si Li such that
(a) F  U"E.
(b) E− " H 1F  E.
(c) c2H 1jF  c2 ".
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This lemma contains the most delicate part of the proof of Theorem 1.2. The
lemma would be easier to prove if instead of (c) we asked for an estimate such as
c2H 1jF  Cc2E, for some C > 1. However, this would not suffice to
prove Theorem 1.2.
To construct the set F in the lemma, we will approximate  by segments (i.e.,
by the arc length measure on segments). The hypothesis on the lower density of
 ensures that there is enough room to place the segments suitably. The difficult
part of the proof will be the estimate of the curvature c2H 1jF in (c). To this end,
we will need to choose the orientation of the segments in F carefully.
Proof of Theorem 1.2 using Lemmas 4.1 and 5.4. Take "  1=n in Lemma
5.4, and let Fn be the finite union of segments satisfying the properties (a), (b)
and (c) of the lemma. By Lemma 4.1 we have
γU1=nE  γFn  H
1Fn2
4
3
H 1Fn 16 c
2H 1jFn
 E− 1=n
2
4
3
E 1
6
c2 1=n
:
If we letn!1 in this inequality, Theorem 1.2 follows, since γU1=nE! γE
as n ! 1, because of the regularity property of analytic capacity (see [5, Chapter
VIII], for example). p
5.3. Construction of the segments. We may assume that there exists some
big constant M such that Bx; r  Mr for all x, r . This follows easily from
the following fact: since Òx;  <1 -a.e., if we denote
En  fx 2 E j Bx; r  nr for all r > 0g;
then E nSn En  0. As a consequence, for n big enough we have E nEn 
"=10. Then we replace  by jEn (notice that ÒjEn; x  Ò;x  1 and
c2jEn  c2, and moreover, jEn has linear growth, etc.).
Fix a small positive constant ", with " < min 11000 ;M
−10 say. By the con-
dition on the lower density of , the fact that c2 < 1, and Lemma 3.1, for
-a.e. x 2 E there exists some radius R˜x with 0 < R˜x < " (which may be chosen
arbitrarily small) such that
Bx; R˜x  2 "10R˜x;(5.2)
c2jBx;rx  "150 if 0 < r  "−10R˜x;(5.3)
and moreover
(5.4) c2jBx;r  "150Bx; r if 0 < r  "−10R˜x:
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A key point for the arguments below is that the constant "150 which appears in
the conditions (5.3) and (5.4) concerning curvature is very small, much smaller
than other constants, such as the density constant 0 that will be defined in next
paragraph.
Let us distinguish two cases now. If Bx; R˜x  0R˜x : "10R˜x , we set
Rx  "6R˜x . Otherwise, we choose Rx  R˜x . It is clear that the estimates (5.2),
(5.3) and (5.4) also hold with Rx instead of R˜x. Further, it turns out that if
Bx;Rx  0Rx, then
(5.5) Bx; "−6Rx  Bx; R˜x  0R˜x  "4Rx:
In other words, if the average density Bx;Rx=Rx is very small, then also the
average density of the ball Bx; "−6Rx is small.
By a Besicovitch-Vitali type covering theorem (see [13, Theorem 2.8]), since
-a.e. x 2 E is the center of arbitrarily small balls of the type Bx;Rx, there
exists a countable or finite collection of disjoint closed balls Bai; Rai, with ai 2
E, which covers -a.e. E. To simplify notation we will write Ri : Rai and
Bi : Bai; Ri. Now we take a finite subcollection of balls Bi such that

[
i2I
Bi

 E− ":
If Bi  0Ri, then we say that Bi has low density, and otherwise that it has
high density. We also denote bBi : "−5Bi.
If Bi is a low density ball, then we let Li be a segment parallel to the x axis,
with middle point ai, and length Bi, where  is some constant very close to
1, like   1 − ", say. To choose an appropriate segment Li for the high density
balls, we use the next lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Let Bi be a high density ball. Then there exists some point bi 2 Bi
such that
jai − bij  02MRi;(5.6)
c2
j10bBibi  "130;(5.7)
c2ai; bi;10bBi  "13010bBi :(5.8)
Assuming the lemma for the moment, if Bi is a high density ball, we denote
by ‘i the (infinite) line through ai and bi, and we let Li be a segment supported
on ‘i with length Bi and centered at ai. We set F 
S
i2I Li.
It is straightforward to check that our construction of F satisfies the conditions
(a) and (b) of the Lemma 5.4, with a different small constant replacing ". So we
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only have to estimate the curvature of the arc length measure on F . Notice that
each segment Li is contained in 1 "10=2Bi, with   1− ". It easily follows
that
(5.9) Li  Bi and distLi; @Bi  "Ri=2;
assuming " small enough. This fact will be useful in the estimates below.
Proof of Lemma 5.5. It follows by Tchebychev. We set ri : 0Ri=2M.
Then
Bai; ri  Mri  120Ri 
1
2
Bai; Ri;
because Bi has high density. Thus Bi n Bai; ri  Bi=2  0Ri=2.
Notice thatZ
10bBic
2
j10bBiy 10bBic2ai;y;10bBidy
 c2j10bBi 10bBic2j10bBiai  2"15010bBi;
since (5.3) and (5.4) hold for 10bBi, i.e., for r  10"−5Ri. Then,
fy 2 10bBi j c2j10bBiy 10bBic2ai;y;10bBi > "130g
 "−1302"15010bBi  20"20M"−5Ri  20M"15Ri:
If " is small enough, then 2M"15Ri < "10Ri=2  0Ri=2  Bi n Bai; ri.
Thus, there exists some point bi 2 Bi n Bai; ri satisfying (5.7) and (5.8). p
Let us say some words about the strategy of the proof of (c) in Lemma 5.4. Al-
though we will have to distinguish several cases, the basic idea consists in compar-
ing the curvature of H 1jF with the curvature of . For instance, consider a triple
of points x, y , z 2 F , so that x 2 Bi, y 2 Bj , and z 2 Bk, with i, j, k 2 I, and
take also x0, y 0, z0 2 supp such that x0 2 Bi, y 0 2 Bj , and z0 2 Bk. Then the
curvature cx;y; z will be very close to cx0; y 0; z0 if the balls Bi, Bj , Bk are
very far from one another. Suppose now that the balls Bi, Bj , Bk are close to each
other and all have high density. In this case, we will not use a direct comparison
argument. Instead, roughly speaking, we will show that the curvature correspond-
ing to the triples x;y; z with x 2 Bi, y 2 Bj , z 2 Bk is small because the
segments Li, Lj , Lk are very close to a common straight line.
5.4. Preliminary estimates for the proof of Lemma 5.4. Given a ball Bi,
we denote by Vi and bVi the infinite strips
Vi : U"30Ri‘i and bVi : U"5Ri‘i:
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Recall that ‘i is the line which supports Li. Notice that bVi is a strip much thicker
than Vi, with the same axis ‘i.
Lemma 5.6. If Bi, i 2 I, is a high density ball, then
Bi n Vi  2"35Ri and 10bBi n Vi  "24Ri:
Proof. By Lemma 5.5 we have
(5.10) c2ai; bi;10bBi  "13010bBi :
In the proof of Lemma 3.2 we have seen that given  > 0, E0  C and x0, z0 2 E0
such that c2x0; z0; E0  =E0, we have
(5.11) fy 2 E0 j disty; L > diamE0g  diamE0
1=2
2
;
where L is the line through x0, z0. If we replace E0 by 10bBi, and x0, z0 by ai, bi,
we get
fy 2 10bBi j disty; Li > diam10bBig  diam10bBi"652 :
If we choose   "30Ri=diam10bBi, we obtain
10bBi n Vi  diam10bBi2"652"30Ri  400"
−10R2i "
65
2"30Ri
 "24Ri:
Analogously, by (5.10) we also have
c2ai; bi; Bi 
"130
Bi
:
Then it follows easily that
Bi n Vi  diamBi
2"65
2"30Ri
 2"35Ri: p
Notice that the preceding lemma and (5.5) imply that
(5.12) 10bBi n Vi  "4Ri for all i 2 I:
Observe that this inequality holds both for low and high density balls.
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Lemma 5.7. If Bi, Bj are two high density balls such that bBi \ bBj   and
"4Ri  Rj  Ri, then ‘j \ Bj is contained in bVi. In particular, Lj  bVi.
Proof. Notice that bBj  3bBi. We will show that
(5.13) c2jBix > "
130 if x 2 3bBi nU"16Ri‘i:
Assume this estimate for the moment. Since the radius of bBj is "−5Rj  "−5"4Ri >
3Ri, we have Bi  bBj , and so, c2jbBj x > "130. Then, by (5.3) and Lemma
5.5, aj and bj cannot coincide with x. That is, aj , bj 2 U"16Ri‘i. Since
jaj − bjj  "−10Rj=M by (5.6), it is not difficult to show that the diameter of Bj
which contains aj , bj is contained in bVi. So Lj  bVi.
In order to prove (5.13), first we need to show the existence of two squares
P1i , P
2
i  Bi which are separated and contain enough -measure. Let N be an
integer such that 20M=0 < N  21M=0. Consider a square Qi concentric with
Bi with side length 2Ri, so that Bi  Qi. SplitQi into N2 squares with side length
2Ri=N and disjoint interiors. Among these N2 squares, let P1i be a square such
that P1i \ Bi is maximal. Then we have P1i \ Bi  Bi=N2 and
3P1i   3M‘P1i  
6M
N
Ri  12Bi:
Among the N2 squares contained in Qi n 3P1i , let P2i be such that P2i \ Bi is
maximal. Then, for k  1, 2, we have
(5.14) Pki \ Bi 
Bi
2N2
Ý 
3
0
M2
Ri  "
30
M2
Ri
and
(5.15) distP1i ; P
2
i  
‘Qi
N
 0
21M
2Ri:
Notice that, from the preceding lemma,
P1i \ Bi n Vi  Bi n Vi  "35Ri
1
2
P1i \ Bi;
and analogously with P2i .
Suppose now that x1 2 P1i \ Vi and x2 2 P2i \ Vi. Let ‘x1;x2 be the line
through x1, x2. It is not diffcult to check that the segment ‘x1;x2\Bi is contained
in a strip with axis ‘i and width equal to
CRi
distx1; x2
width of Vi <
1
2
"19Ri;
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by (5.15). Then, for any x 2 3bBi nU"16Ri‘i, we have
cx;x1; x2  distx; Lx1;x2jx − x1j jx − x2j Ý
"16Ri
"−10R2i
 "
26
Ri
:
Thus, by (5.14),
c2jBix 
ZZ
x12P1i \Vi
x22P2i \Vi
cx;x1; x22 dx1dx2
Ý "
52
R2i
P1i \ ViP2i \ Vi
Ý "
52
R2i
M−4"60R2i  M−4"112  "130:
p
5.5. Estimate of the curvature ofH 1jF . Let us introduce some terminology.
We denote by FLD and FHD the union of those segments Li, i 2 I, contained in
balls of low and high density respectively. If x 2 Si2I Bi, we denote by Bx be the
ball Bi, i 2 I, which contains x. Analogously, bBx , ax , bx , and Lx stand for bBi,
ai, bi, and Li respectively. To simplify notation, we also write  :H 1jF .
By comparison with , it is not difficult to check that  has linear growth
with constant ÜM. That is, Bx; r  CMr for all x, r .
We denote
A1 :
n
x;y; z 2
[
i2I
Bi
3 j Bx  By  Bzo;
A2 :
n
x;y; z 2
[
i2I
Bi
3 j Bx  By  Bz  Bxo;
A3 : fx;y; z 2 A2 j bBx \ bBy  ; bBx \ bBz  ; bBy \ bBz  g;
A4 : fx;y; z 2 A2 j bBx; bBy; bBz pairwise disjointg;
and also
Ax5 : fx;y; z 2 A2 j bBx \ bBy  ; bBx \ bBz  ; bBy \ bBz  g;
Ax6 : fx;y; z 2 A2 j bBx \ bBy  ; bBx \ bBz  ; bBy \ bBz  g:
Interchanging, x by y and z, we define analogously Ay5 , A
z
5, A
y
6 and A
z
6. Observe
that the sets A1, : : : , Az6 are pairwise disjoint.
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Since c2jLi  0 for all i, we have
(5.16) c2 
ZZZ

S
i2I Bi3
cx;y; z2 dxdydz
 3
ZZZ
A1
   
ZZZ
A2
  
 3
ZZZ
A1
  
ZZZ
A3
  
ZZZ
A4
  
ZZZ
Ax5 [Ay5 [Az5
  
ZZZ
Ax6 [Ay6 [Az6
  
 3I1  I3  I4  I5  I6:
 Estimates for I4. In this case, since the balls bBx, bBy and bBz are pairwise
disjoint, the segments Lx , Ly and Lz are very far from one another, and so if
x0 2 Bx , y 0 2 By and z0 2 Bz, by Lemma 5.2 we have
(5.17) cx;y; z  cx0; y 0; z0 CRxjx −yj jx − zj
 CRyjy − xj jy − zj 
CRz
jz − xj jz −yj
: cx0; y 0; z0 CTxx;y; z Tyx;y; z Tzx;y; z:
Squaring this inequality it easily follows that
cx;y; z2  1 "cx0; y 0; z02
 C"−1Txx;y; z2  Tyx;y; z2  Tzx;y; z2:
Let Bi, Bj , Bk, with i, j, k 2 I, be balls far from each other as in the definition
of A4. From the preceding estimate, integrating with respect to  and taking into
account that Bh  Bh for all h 2 I and that Txx;y; z  Txx0; y 0; z0
and analogously for Ty and Tz, we get
cx;y; z2BiBjBk 
 1 "c2Bi; Bj; Bk C"−1
ZZZ
x2Bi
y2Bj
z2Bk
h
Txx;y; z2  Tyx;y; z2
 Tzx;y; z2
i
dxdydz:
for all x 2 Bi, y 2 Bj , z 2 Bk. If we take means with respect to  for x 2 Bi,
y 2 Bj , z 2 Bk, and then we sum over the balls Bi, Bj , Bk in the definition of A4,
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we obtain
(5.18) I4  1 "
ZZZ
x;y;z2A4
cx;y; z2 dxdydz
 C"−1
ZZZ
x;y;z2A4
h
Txx;y; z2  Tyx;y; z2
 Tzx;y; z2
i
dxdydz:
Let us estimate the last integral in (5.18). We have
ZZZ
x;y;z2A4
Txx;y; z2 dxdydz (5.19)

ZZZ
jx−yj>"−5Rx=2
jx−zj>"−5Rx=2
  

Z Z
jx−yj>"−5Rx=2
Rx
jx −yj2 dy
2
dx
Ü M2"10E:
We have analogous estimates for the integrals of Ty   2 and Tz   2. Thus,
I4  1 "
ZZZ
x;y;z2A4
cx;y; z2 dxdydz  CM2"9E:
 Estimates for I5. We have
I5 
ZZZ
Ax5
   
ZZZ
Ay5
   
ZZZ
Az5
   : Ix5  Iy5  Iz5 :
Let us consider the integral Ix5 . Given x;y; z 2 Ax5 , consider x0 2 Bx , y 0 2 By
and z0 2 Bz. It is easy to check that the same estimates (5.17) and (5.18) used for
I4 hold in this case. Notice that in the domain of integration of Ix5 we have
jx −yj  "−5Rx
2
and jx − zj  "−5Rx
2
:
Thus, (5.19) is also valid for Ix5 . However, the analogous inequalities for Ty and
Tz fail. Nevertheless, some easy modifications are enough to deal with Ty and Tz.
Regarding Ty we have
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ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax5
Tyx;y; z2 dxdydz

ZZZ
jy−xj>"−5Ry=2
jy−zj>"Ry=2
  

Z Z
jy−xj>"−5Ry=2
Ry
jy − xj2 dx
Z
jy−zj>"Ry=2
Ry
jy − zj2 dz

dy
ÜM2"5"−1E  M2"4E:
The term Tz is estimated similarly, and then we get
Ix5  1 "
ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax5
cx;y; z2 dxdydz  CM2"3E:
Analogous inequalities hold for Iy5 and I
z
5 . So we have
I5  1 "
ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax5 [Ay5 [Az5
cx;y; z2 dxdydz
 CM2"3E:
 Estimates for I6. We split I6 as follows:
I6 
ZZZ
Ax6
   
ZZZ
Ay6
   
ZZZ
Az6
   : Ix6  Iy6  Iz6 :
Let us consider the integral Ix6 . Given x;y; z 2 Ax6 , consider y 0 2 By and
z0 2 Bz. Using Lemma 5.2 it is easy to check that
cx;y; z  cx;y 0; z0 CRyjy − xj jy − zj 
CRz
jz − xj jz −yj
: cx;y 0; z0 CTyx;y; z Tzx;y; z:
Operating as in the case of I4, it follows that
Ix6  1 "
ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax6
cx;y; z2 dxdydz
 C"−1
ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax6
Tyx;y; z2  Tzx;y; z2dxdydz:
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Observe that if x;y; z 2 Ax6 , then jy−zj  "−5RyRz=2. As a consequence,
the terms Ty and Tz can be estimated similarly to the case of Ix5 :
ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax6
Tyx;y; z2 dxdydz 

ZZZ
jy−xj>"Ry=2
jy−zj>"−5Ry=2
  

Z Z
jy−xj>"Ry=2
Ry
jy − xj2 dx
Z
jy−zj>"−5Ry=2
Ry
jy − zj2 dz

dy
ÜM2"−1"5E  M2"4E:
We have an analogous estimate for the term Tz. Then we obtain
Ix6  1 "
ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax6
cx;y; z2 dxdydz  CM2"3E:
To estimate the triple integral above we set
ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax6
cx;y; z2 dxdydz 

ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax6
y 62bBx or z 62bBx
   
ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax6
y;z2bBx
   : J1  J2:
Taking into account that in the domain of integration of J1 either y or z is very
far from Bx, operating as above it is easy to check that
J1  1 "
ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax6
cx;y; z2 dxdydz  CM2"3E:
We leave the details for the reader.
Let us deal with J2 now. Suppose first that x 2 FHD. That is, Bx has high
density. We intend to apply Lemma 5.3. To this end, given x 2 supp, con-
sider the points ax , bx 2 Lx , so that x, ax , bx are collinear. Then we have
jx − axj  2Rx Ü M"−10jax − bxj (recall Lemma 5.5), and for y , z 2 bBx n Bx,
it is easy to check that jy − axj Ü "−1jy − xj and jz − axj Ü "−1jz − xj, and
similarly with bx instead of ax . Then we obtain
cx;y; z Ü M"−12cax;y; z cbx;y; z;
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by Lemma 5.3. If we square and integrate this inequality over y , z 2 bBx nBx with
respect to , we getZZ
y;z2bBxnBx cx;y; z
2 dydz Ü(5.20)
ÜM2"−24c2
jbBxax c2jbBxbx Ü M2"106;
since c2
jbBxax, c2jbBxbx  "130, by Lemma 5.5. Suppose now that x 2 FLD.
In this case, we use the fact that bBx is very small, and then we obtainZZ
y;z2bBxnBx cx;y; z
2 dydz Ü(5.21)
Ü
ZZ
"Rx=2jy−xj"−5Rx
jz−xjjy−xj
1
jx − zj2 dydz
Ü
Z
"Rx=2jy−xj"−5Rx
M
jx −yj dy
Ü MbBx
"Rx
Ü M"
4Rx
"Rx
M"3:
By (5.20) and (5.21), integrating over x 2 F with respect to  , we getZZZ
x;y;z2Ax6
y;z2bBx
cx;y; z2 dxdydz
Ü M2"106 M"3F Ü M2"3E:
Therefore,
Ix6  1 "2
ZZZ
x;y;z2Ax6
cx;y; z2 dxdydz  CM2"3E:
Analogous estimates hold for Iy6 and I
z
6 .
 Estimates for I1. We set
I1 
ZZZ
x;y;z2A1
jx−zj>"−1Rx
   
ZZZ
x;y;z2A1
jx−zj"−1Rx
   : I1;1  I1;2:
First we deal with I1;1:
I1;1 Ü
ZZ
x2F
y2Lx
Z
jx−zj>"−1Rx
1
jx − zj2 dz

dxdy
Ü
Z
x2F
Lx
M
"−1Rx
dx  M"F M"E:
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To estimate I1;2 we split the integral as follows:
I1;2 
ZZZ
x;y;z2A1
x2FLD
jx−zj"−1Rx
   
ZZZ
x;y;z2A1
x2FHD
jx−zj"−1Rx
RzRx
Bz\Vx
   
ZZZ
x;y;z2A1
x2FHD
jx−zj"−1Rx
RzRx
Bz\Vx
  

ZZZ
x;y;z2A1
x2FHD
jx−zj"−1Rx
Rz>Rx
z2FLD
   
ZZZ
x;y;z2A1
x2FHD
jx−zj"−1Rx
Rz>Rx
z2FHD
   : S1  S2  S3  S4  S5:
To estimate S1 we will use that jx − zj  "Rx=2 and that bBx is small:
S1 Ü
ZZ
x2FLD
"Rx=2jx−zj"−1Rx
z 62Bx
Lx
jx − zj2 dxdz
Ü
Z
x2FLD
Rx
"2R2x
Bx; "−1Rx n Bxdx:
Notice now that for x 2 supp and z 2 supp\ Bx; "−1Rx n Bx we have
jx − zj  "Rx  Rz=2:
This implies that Rz  C"−2Rx, and so Bz  Bx;C"−2Rx. Thus
(5.22) Bx; "−1Rx n Bx  Bx;C"−2Rx:
Since Bx has low density, Bx;C"−2Rx  bBx  "4Rx. Therefore,
S1 Ü "2F  C"2E:
For S2 we take into account that cx;y; z Ü jx − zj−1 Ü "−1R−1x and that
bBx n Vx is very small, by Lemma 5.6:
S2 Ü
Z
x2FHD
Lx
"2R2x
bBx n Vxdx Ü "22F  "22E:
Let us consider S3 now. Consider x;y; z in the domain of integration of
S3. If Rz  "4Rx, then Lz  bVx by Lemma 5.7. If Rz < "4Rx and Bz \ Vx  ,
then z 2 U3"4Rx‘x. So in any case
(5.23) distz; ‘x Ü "4Rx:
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Thus,
cx;y; z Ü "
4Rx
jx − zj jy − zj Ü
"4Rx
"2R2x
 "
2
Rx
:
So, using (5.22) again, we obtain
S3 Ü
Z
x2F
Lx"4Bx;C"−2Rx
R2x
dx ÜM"2F Ü M"2F:
For S4, observe that bBx  3bBz and since Bz is a low density ball, bBx 
3bBz  "4Rz. Then,
cx;y; z2 Ü 1jx − zj2 Ü
1
"2RxRz
Ü "
2
RxbBx :
Therefore, using (5.22),
S4 Ü
Z
x2F
Lx"2Bx;C"−2Rx
RxbBx dx
Ü
Z
x2F
"2bBx
bBx dx  "2E:
Finally we deal with S5. In this case we have C−1"2Rz  Rx  Rz, andbBx  3bBz. Since Bz is a high density ball, by Lemma 5.7, ‘x \Bx  bVz. Since the
width of bVz is "5Rz, we derive
sin‘x; ‘z Ü "
5Rz
Rx
Ü "3:
Sincey , z 2 bVz and jy−zj  "Rz=2, we also have sin‘z; ‘y;z Ü "5Rz="Rz 
"4, where ‘y;z stands for the line through y and z. Thus,
sinx;y; z Ü sin‘x; ‘z sin‘z; ‘y;z Ü "3:
So, cx;y; z Ü "3=jx − zj, and we get
S5 Ü
ZZ
x2Fjz−xj>"Rx=2
Lx"6
jx − zj2 dzdx
Ü
Z
x2F
MLx"6
"Rx
dx Ü M"5E:
So we have shown that I1 ÜM"E.
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 Estimates for I3. We denote A03  fx;y; z 2 A3 j Rx  Ry; Rzg. Then
we have
I3 
ZZZ
x;y;z2A3
    3
ZZZ
A03
   :
Notice that if x;y; z 2 A03, then By , Bz  3bBx . We have
I3 Ü
ZZZ
x;y;z2A03
By\Vx
   
ZZZ
x;y;z2A03
Bz\Vx
   
ZZZ
x;y;z2A03
By\Vx
Bz\Vx
  
: I3;1  I3;2  I3;3:
To estimate I3;1 we take into account that 10bBx nVx  "4Rx. Then we obtain
I3;1 Ü
ZZ
x2Fjx−zj>"Rx
3bBx n Vx
jx − zj2 dxdz
Ü
Z
x2F
M"4Rx
"Rx
dx Ü M"3E:
Analogously, we have
I3;2 Ü M"3E:
We deal with I3;3 now. We set
I3;3  2
ZZZ
x;y;z2A03
By\Vx
Bz\Vxjx−zjjx−yj
  
Ü
ZZZ
x;y;z2A03
jx−zjjx−yj
jy−zj"2Rx
   
ZZZ
x;y;z2A03
By\Vx
Bz\Vxjx−zjjx−yj
jy−zj>"2Rx
   : P1  P2:
To estimate P1 we use that By; "2Rx ÜM"2Rx:
P1 Ü
ZZ
x2Fjx−yj"Rx=2
By; "2Rx
jx −yj2 dxdy
Ü
Z
x2F
M2"2Rx
"Rx
dx ÜM2"E:
Let us turn our attention to P2. As in (5.23), by Lemma 5.7 it follows easily that
(5.24) y; z 2 UC"4Rx‘x:
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That is, y , z lie in a very narrow strip with axis ‘x . On the other hand, since
jx −yj  "Rx
2
; jx −yj  "Rx
2
; and jy − zj > "2Rx;
by (5.24), it is easy to see that sinx;y; z Ü "4Rx="2Rx  "2. Thus, cx;y; z Ü
"2=jx − zj. As a consequence,
P2 Ü
ZZZ
x2F
y2bBxnBx
jx−zjjx−yj
"4
jx − zj2 dxdydz
Ü
ZZ
x2F
"Rx=2jx−yj3"−5Rx
M"4
jx −yj dxdy
ÜM2"4
 
log
"−5Rx
"Rx
!
E ÜM2"3E:
So we have shown that I3 ÜM2"E.
 End of the proof of Lemma 5.4. By the estimates obtained for I1, : : : , I5, we
get
c2H 1jF  c2  1 "2c2 CM2"E:
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